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ABSTRACT
Summary: Two web-based applications to analyze amino
acids three-dimensional (3D) local environment within pro-
tein structures—SCORPION and FORMIGA—are presented.
SCORPION and FORMIGA produce a graphical presentation
for simple statistical data showing the frequency of residue
occurrence within a given sphere (defined here as the 3D con-
tacts). The center of that sphere is placed at the Cα and at
the last heavy atom in the side chain of the selected amino
acid. Further depth of detail is given in terms of a secondary
structure to which the profiled amino acid belongs. Results
obtained with those two applications are relevant for estimat-
ing the importance of the amino acid 3D local environment
for protein folding and stability. Effectively, SCORPION and
FORMIGA construct knowledge-based force fields. The differ-
ence between SCORPION and FORMIGA is in that the latter
operates on protein interfaces, while the former only functions
for a single protein chain. Both applications are implemented
as stand-alone components of STING Millennium Suite.
Availability: http://sms.cbi.cnptia.embrapa.br/SMS, http://
trantor.bioc.columbia.edu/SMS, http://mirrors.rcsb.org/SMS,
http://www.es.embnet.org/SMS and http://www.ar.embnet.
org/SMS. {options: Scorpion, Formiga}
Contact: neshich@cnptia.embrapa.br

The search for coding properties hidden within the sequence
of amino acids in terms of how that sequence determines its
three-dimensional (3D) fold is yet without a final answer.
However, some promising results have been reported (Cootes
et al., 1998; Wilmanns and Eisenberg, 1993; Reddy et al.,
1998; Zhang and Kim, 2000), resulting in fold prediction
algorithms. Those algorithms rely mainly on knowledge-
based force fields (Cootes et al., 1998). The purpose of the
two applications described here is to help calculate the natural
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propensities of amino acids for a given structural environment.
Special emphasis, in this respect, is given to the protein
interfaces which have a fundamental importance for decipher-
ing the mechanism responsible for the specificity in protein
binding.

FORMIGA is the compilation of tools used to calculate the
frequency of occurrence of amino acids at the interface formed
by two or more facing chains in a protein structure described in
the PDB (Berman et al., 2000) file(s). At the same time, those
tools allow a user to visualize results in a graphically con-
venient and easy to interpret way. A user provides information
requested on the entry web page of FORMIGA. In case of cal-
culating the frequency of occurrence of the amino acids at the
interface, it is required that the user provides: (a) the name(s)
of protein(s) (PDB file name(s)) and (b) the chain names that
will belong to the facing subunits. The FORMIGA algorithm
operates with only two subunits that will form the interface.
Those two subunits can contain one or more protein chains and
those are grouped in a way that the user indicates. Once the
interface and its closest vicinity are identified (by calculating
the lost surface area between the two subunits upon complex
formation among them), the program will count amino acids
in the defined region and present them in a graphically con-
venient way. In the case of 3D contacts, the user may select
the radius of the sphere within which the 3D contacts will
be counted. In addition, the user should choose the central
residue for which the contacts will be identified and counted,
as well as the atom from which the distances will be measured
[either alpha carbon or last heavy atom (LHA) in the amino
acid side chain]. The user can also choose the secondary struc-
ture element to which the central residue belongs, and from
which the 3D contacts will be counted (Fig. 1).

The user might want to calculate the 3D contacts and
frequency of amino acid occurrence in an ensemble of sim-
ilar proteins (say, serine proteases or alpha amylases or any
other protein family of interest). Such data might help in
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Fig. 1. Top right inset: the FORMIGA’s output web page is shown for the PDB file 1cho. Partial listing of the interface forming residues
(IFR) and their classification along with the report on surface accessible area is given on the left part of this figure. Bottom right inset: the
user can choose the appropriate parameters for the calculation of the 3D contacts: radius distance, residue, the choice of the atom (CA-CA
and LHA-LHA) from/to which the distances will be calculated. The option Secondary Structure Element will indicate to the program the
restriction in terms of the conformation where the base residue should be located. The last option Degeneracy of Codon Usage is not yet
available. The resulting graphical presentation indicates the type and number of residues belonging to the I chain and making 3D contact with
the base residues (in this case with the LEUcines) in the E chain.

describing the observed protein family specificity for a given
substrate/inhibitor, the key feature of interest in ‘biological
control’, e.g. where the specificity of a certain enzyme for a
given inhibitor has to be modified in order to achieve altern-
ative and successful binding to a different inhibitor, resulting
in a desired biological effect.

If several PDB formatted files are to be processed by either
SCORPION or FORMIGA, the user will receive resulting data
on each PDB file as well as on the TOTAL (sum of frequencies)
over the ensemble of PDB files indicated at the input.

SCORPION AND FORMIGA DIFFERENCES
(A) SCORPION operates on all the residues available in each
defined chain, while FORMIGA operates only on the residues
localized at the interface of the two subunits; a subunit might
be defined by the user as a single protein chain or the sum of
several protein chains. In addition, the user might edit a PDB

file and define chains according to the domain regions, effect-
ively making it possible to study the interactions between
domains.

(B) FORMIGA has an extra option ‘show interface area’,
which SCORPION does not. This option shows tabulated
data on lost surface area for all amino acids (grouped in two
subunits).

SCORPION and FORMIGA are part of our Sting
Millennium Suite (SMS) (Neshich et al., 2003). However,
both programs are also available in stand-alone versions.
SCORPION and FORMIGA are implemented in Perl, Fortran
and Java.

The use of SCORPION and FORMIGA in conjunction with
SMS Contacts and SMS IFR Contacts (Neshich et al., 2003)
for didactic purposes has been proven to be well suited for
the Bioinformatics classes, specifically to introduce various
aspects of protein stability and protein-binding specificity.
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